Off the Shelf:
The Empire Coin Company
David F. Fanning
with additional material by Q. David Bowers
On the evening of April 15, 1958, the Bowers Coin Company and Triple
Cities Coin Exchange were combined to form the Empire Coin Company (Figure 1). Probably due to state regulations, the incorporation
papers were dated April 1. The principals of the firm were 19-year-old
Q. David Bowers and James F. Ruddy, who had turned 25 on March 31.
The venue was the Mermaid Room, a restaurant in the Park Sheraton
Hotel (today’s Park Central Hotel) in New York City. The room took
its name from a revolving stage on which was perched a white mermaid
and a grand piano.
Not long afterward, the two young men set up shop in Johnson
City, New York, and began building their partnership, which included
the publication of a house organ, Empire Topics. In April, Bowers was
a sophomore at the Pennsylvania State University and Ruddy had an
office up a flight of stairs at 258 Main Street in Johnson City. Not long
afterward a three-story dry-goods building became available at 252 Main
Street, and the partners bought it. Next was a remodeling from top to
bottom, including the basement, which was delicately referred to as the
“lower level.” In time, Dave Bowers had a paneled office on the lower
level, which also included a shipping department and two helpers. On
the main floor a suite of offices included a reception area for visitors, offices for Hank Spangenberger and Les Zeller, and additional shipping.
The carpeted second floor included Jim Ruddy’s office, a private office
where Dave did cataloging and research, and a kitchen. The third floor
was for employee relaxation and included a pool table. For the next two
years, until Bowers graduated from Penn State with a degree in finance
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in June 1960, he would do cataloging and writing in his off-campus apartment during the school term and would spend summers in Johnson City.
Both Dave and Jim traveled extensively to auctions and conventions,
sometimes separately, sometimes together, to set up a bourse display.1
The numismatic house organ could not be said to have been in its
heyday in 1958. While Kosoff’s Coin Bulletin (Abe Kosoff of Encino,
California) and Kelly’s Coin and Chatter (James Kelly of Dayton, Ohio)
were still being published, neither publication was particularly “meaty.”
Bowers and Ruddy would change that, with regularly issued periodicals
that combined substantive articles with Readers Digest-style tidbits and
observations, Q&A columns, and long listings of coins (and books) for
sale at fixed price.
The first issue of Empire Topics (Figure 2) introduced the firm, noting
that Bowers and Ruddy had one previous business venture: the Penn–
New York Auction Company sale of July 29, 1957. As they noted in
this initial issue:
Realizing that a combination of their two companies would result in
a complete numismatic service for collectors, steps in this direction
were taken in late 1957 and early this year. Empire Coin Company
was incorporated on the first of April, 1958. The combination of facilities, numismatic knowledge, reference libraries, and customer mailing
lists made possible a complete numismatic service.

The first issue offered coins for sale, a brief article “From Our Research
Department” on a previously unlisted variety of Massachusetts cent
discovered by Bowers, and a Coin Quiz of the sort that would become
familiar to an entire generation of readers of the later Rare Coin Review.
Indeed, looking through this first issue, one can easily see how Empire
Topics is the predecessor publication to the Rare Coin Review and Numismatic Sun, successfully mixing commerce with education, relaxation,
and fun.
If the contents of Empire Topics were a step up from most of their
competition’s publications, so were the coins being offered in its pages.
The first issue included a nice selection of colonials, three proof half
cents, uncirculated key dates, the 1838 “Gobrecht Half Dollar,” a sizeable listing of Hard Times Tokens, and much else. Modern eyebrows
1 The author wishes to thank Dave Bowers for expanding upon his descriptions of the
firm’s early days.
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Figure 1 a & b. The Empire Coin Company is announced in the pages of the
Numismatic Scrapbook Magazine (issue of May 1958), with the inaugural issue of Empire Topics announced on the facing page.
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Figure 2. The first issue of Empire Topics, dated May–June 1958. This was
Jim Ruddy’s desk copy.
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are raised by such offerings as a roll of fifty 1916-D Mercury dimes in
Good to Very Good condition for $950! As notable as some of rarities
being offered are, it is also significant that the firm was willing to spill
ink describing solid offerings of colonials and Hard Times Tokens, which
were far less popular at the time than they are today.
Subsequent issues further developed the model set forth by the initial number. An 1894-S dime was offered in the second issue, which
included a Q&A column answering queries by readers and an article on
blundered dies by Walter Breen. Coins offered included such rarities as
an 1823 quarter and no fewer than sixteen different varieties of encased
postage stamps, certainly a rare listing in 1950s house organs. Issue No.
3 continued Breen’s article and introduced a new feature: a mail-bid
auction within the pages of Empire Topics. That the mail-bid sale was
not of mediocre stock items should be apparent by lot 1, the Jacob Spiro
specimen of the 1786 Date Under Plowbeam New Jersey copper.
By the fourth issue (December/January 1958/59), the publication
had hit its stride, with most of the content being listings of coins for
sale, but with a combination of entertaining and educational material
to buttress it. While the Q&A column focused on basic questions of
interest to casual collectors, the issue also included two pages updating
Eric P. Newman’s work on Fugio cents. Bowers and Ruddy also tried
to connect with various types of collectors; while most of the coins offered would be considered “standard” U.S. federal coins, they went out
of their way to publish listings of more offbeat collecting areas, such as
Civil War tokens, which received a full page in this issue.
This sort of balance continued to be struck in later issues. Issue No. 5
included the firm’s second mail-bid sale, as well as the prices realized
for their first. Notes “From Our Research Department” continued to
be published, as were more fully developed articles by Bowers, Eric
Newman, Walter Breen, and Ken Bressett. The discovery of the 1786
Maris 7-C Date Under Plowbeam New Jersey copper was announced,
and offered in a later issue for $950. A Library Edition of the first six
issues of Empire Topics was planned, to be issued on a subscription basis in a gray cloth binding.2 The publication, which had hitherto been
distributed free of charge, was also put on a subscription basis, with a
nominal $1 being charged for a year’s issues.
2 The Library Edition of the first six issues ended up being issued in textured gray card
covers.
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With the centennial of the Civil War on the horizon, the firm began
promoting the collecting of Civil War tokens, with Bowers writing an
introduction to the series in Issue 9 of Empire Topics. Some nice specimens were offered for sale, including one struck over a U.S. dime for
$105 and a collection of 1000 different tokens for $995. Not stated was
that Bowers, on a visit with Civil War token expert George Fuld, who
at the time lived in Wakefield, Massachusetts, had bought thousands of
tokens from Fuld. Most were Mint State. Numismatic books were also
promoted in Empire Topics, with the usual standard works being offered
as well as such exotica as a Heath Counterfeit Detector ($47.50) and a run
of sixty-seven different Mint Reports for $157.50.
Bowers and Ruddy discontinued their partnership in 1960, with
Ruddy publishing Issue 11 (Oct.–Nov. 1960) of Empire Topics under
his own name. Bowers relocated to the O’Neil Building in nearby Binghamton where he published two issues of the Bowers Review, the first
dated November–December 1960 (Figure 3). These essentially continued where Empire Topics left off, with little disruption to the editorial
voice or overall vision of the publication. Walter Thompson wrote an
article on “The First United States Mint” in Issue 2, and rarities for
sale included a 1876-CC 20-cent piece and an 1868 large cent numismatic
delicacy made secretly at the Mint in the exact style of the 1857 Braided
Hair cent. In actuality, Bowers had bought four 1876-CC 20-cent pieces
from dealer Ben Douglas (who had a little hoard of this rarity and also
sold three or four to John J. Ford, Jr., of the New Netherlands Coin
Company). Bowers had married in June of 1960, and his new wife Mary
is credited as the associate editor of these issues.
The break with Ruddy was temporary, and the pair rejoined the
following year. Marking the new beginning, they renamed their publication the Empire Review, but numbered the first issue 14 to acknowledge
the 11 issues of Empire Topics and two issues of the Bowers Review that
had come before (Figure 4). The first issue of the Empire Review announced the acquisition of the Major Lenox R. Lohr collection of U.S.
pattern coins, which the firm offered in a separate fixed-price catalogue
(a somewhat scarce item). Later, Bowers would tell the story of this
collection. It had been bought intact by Abner Kreisberg, the Beverly
Hills dealer, who could not find a ready buyer. Over 1,000 patterns were
included, among which were seven different ones of 1792! The terms of
sale were that $100,000 total cost be paid in three yearly installments,
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Figure 3. Issue 1 of the Bowers Review. Upon the reestablishment of the Empire Coin Company, this would become No. 12 in the periodical’s numbering
system.
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Figure 4. The August–September 1961 issue of the Empire Review, successor
to both Empire Topics and the Bowers Review, and numbered 14 to allow for
the continuous numbering of the predecessor publications.
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with no interest. Dave had specialized in patterns for many years (and
from Abe Kosoff and Sol Kaplan had purchased many of the King Farouk
coins in 1954). Dave sent out letters, sold a lot, then issued the fixed-price
catalog. The response was fantastic, and the debt to Kreisberg was paid
in its entirety a few months later. This issue also offered an 1841 quarter
eagle, one of five then known to be in collectors’ hands, for $15,000. The
coin had “walked in” when an upstate New York lady found it among
her family’s possessions.
While the company’s magazine offered many coins for sale, the vast
majority of sales were accomplished by private treaty plus advertising
in the newly formed (1960) Coin World, where Empire Coin Company
often ran multiple pages as well as some separate pull-out sections. In
1961 the company announced it was the first in the world to have retail
sales cross the $1 million mark. A lot of this was due to the loyalty of
its clients. Dave and Jim tried their best to deliver high-quality coins
that had solid value. The aspect of private sales is often overlooked by
researchers today, who rely on auction offerings to trace the provenance
of certain coins. In actuality, as many or more transactions occur privately and are not announced.
The March–April 1962 issue (No. 15) mentioned world travels by
both principals of the firm, with that of Bowers resulting in the acquisition of an outstanding collection of English coins. Indeed, for much of
the remainder of the firm’s existence, English coins would become one
of their specialties. A special relationship was established with Douglas
Liddell, who managed Spink & Son in London. Empire was Spink’s
largest-volume buyer at the time. In a curious reversal, Liddell mentioned that many American tourists coming to London sought to find
bargains in United States coins that had somehow found their way there.
Empire made many shipments of Indian cents, silver dollars, and other
coins to Spink’s to satisfy that demand! In a typical trip to England,
Dave and Jim would rent a suite of hotel rooms in London and spend
two weeks buying coins. Purchases were often remarkable—such as the
unique copper pennies of 1808 and 1954, six complete cased British proof
sets of 1826, and two complete sets of Maundy money, to mention some
highlights. Issue 15 also included significant U.S. pattern coins remaining
from the Maj. Lohr collection, as well as the collection of Talbot, Allum
& Lee cents and mulings assembled by George Fuld. The 1841 quarter
eagle, repriced at $17,500, is the highlight of the U.S. federal offerings.
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The regular U.S. series continued to be the backbone of later listings,
with Issue 16 including some remarkable U.S. copper coins (such as both
varieties of 1796 half cent, an Uncirculated chain cent, and Sylvester
Crosby’s 1799 cent), and Issue 17 including several outstanding gold
rarities. True to form, though, Bowers and Ruddy continued to go out
of their way to showcase a variety of more arcane areas of U.S. numismatics, with listings of encased postage, die trials, shell cards, Fractional
Currency sheets, and so forth.
The last two issues of the Empire Review were somewhat different
than their predecessors. The first issue of Empire Topics had been twelve
pages long; the second was twenty pages in length and came out a
couple months after the first. Most of the following issues were between
twenty and twenty-eight pages and were published every two or three
months or so. Once the publication became the Empire Review, however,
issues became longer and less frequently published. No. 14 was thirty-six
pages long; No. 15 was forty pages long and came out about six months
later. The business was growing, and priorities were shifting. More than
a year passed between issues 16 and 17.
Issue 18 was published with a July–August 1963 cover date and is
a massive seventy-two pages long. Issue 19 was dated April–May 1964
and is the same length. The most notable difference in content in these
issues is that the listing of coins for sale has been greatly expanded and
now covers world coinage as well as U.S. coinage. British coins are given
special attention. Beside an introduction, a Coin Quiz is the only editorial matter in No. 18; a Q&A column joined the quiz for the final issue,
but there are no real articles to be found. One can almost feel how busy
the Empire staff must have been during this period by reading these
issues.
The company continued its activities into 1965, publishing the Empire Investors Report and various price lists. The Empire series ceased
publication shortly before Bowers and Ruddy joined forces with other
coin dealerships and individuals in 1965 to form Paramount International Coin Corporation, the first publicly owned American coin firm.
The world had certainly not heard the last from the pair, however, and
Bowers and Ruddy Galleries was established in 1971 in Hollywood,
California—a story for another day.

